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speed tests, salt spray test machines, projectors and other advanced 
equipment to control good quality for clients. The company has 
acquired CE and ISO certificates for its manufacturing process 
and acquired multiple patents on product applicability and visual 
appearance. Currently it is applying for ETA which is critical in the 
construction field.

Yu said, “Patents and certificates are the ticket into international 
market development. They are the proof of our specialty, reputation, 
quality and service that continue to gain clients’ trust and allow 
us to sell products to the world. We expect ourselves not only to 
be a supplier for purchase but also a smart warehouse in China for 
clients.” At a time of surging material prices and freight costs, the 
company continues to steadily fulfill every clients’ orders.

Looking ahead, Linkfast will go deeper in Europe, USA and 
British Commonwealth of Nations to continue providing one-stop 
service for clients and make contribution to promote the growth of 
the global fastener industry.

One-stop Product Supply

Linkfast uses 10B21 and C1022 materials to manufacture 
multifunctional wood screws, timber fixing screws, and cap 
screws, supplying products to global industries from the 
headquarters in Haiyan, China. Currently it produces 1,200 
tons per month which derive from a 30,000 square meters of 
plant with more than a hundred people specialized in relevant 
technology and QC. Additionally, it features a professional team 
making small packages for Do-It-Yourself hardware stores, as 
well as a well-equipped lab for QC. These strengths create a 
one-stop service spanning from production to Do-It-Yourself 
product packaging. It is highly trusted and recognized by clients 
for stable supply and high quality.

All-new Multifunctional Wood Screws
Especially Developed for Clients

Linkfast once stuck it out for 8 months continuing to 
refine drawings and product samples for a client from British 
Commonwealth of Nations. Eventually, the company succeeded 
in developing the one and only product that could replace wood 
screws, timber fixing screws and cap screws. The product 
was able to boost the client’s sales by one fold. “This year we 
developed a multifunctional wood screw that successfully 
passed the salt spray test up to 1,200 hours, which confirmed 
its higher anti-corrosion performance. The dual-slot design 
increases convenience in operation for users, and it can replace 
timber fixing screws and common square wood screws, thus 
featuring more advantages in design and performance than 
ordinary screws do,” said General Manager George Yu.

The company’s main target markets are Europe, N. America, 
Australia, and Japan. The past record of developing new screws 
for clients has gained Linkfast a strong foothold in the European 
and American high end markets for years. Therefore, Linkfast 
is able to supply products to the industrial, construction, 
home improvement and furniture industries, creating more 
possibilities for clients to develop their own markets and brands.

Smart Warehouse with Stable Supply
Over the years Linkfast Technical has invested a lot in lab 

equipment and introduced cutting machines, bending machines, 
embedding machines, torsion testers, coating testers, tapping » Contact person: George Yu, General Manager  
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